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Goodland, Florida 
"Hell, I wouldn't go near there if I was 
you. Specially on Saturday night when 
they have that dance." 

"How come?" I asked in my most inno
cent Candide manner, which has been 
often called plain knuckleheaded dumb by 
those who are not my fans. 

"Well my God a'mighty, you ain't car
ryin' guns, are you?" He squinted down at 
my Shell credit card as if suspecting 
hanky-panky. 

"What do you mean, 'carrying guns?' " 
"Well, they all pack guns in Copeland, 

and on Saturday they all come to town 
lookin' for action. I wouldn't go near there 
if I was you. How 'bout it, Luke? How 
'bout Copeland on a Saturday night?" 

Luke, a red-faced, beefy bowling team 
captain peered out from under the grease
r ac k and hee-hawed meaningfully . 
"There's not much to do out in the Glades, 
'cept shoot and fight. That's about all they 
do in Copeland." 

After years of travel, I've learned one 
thing: You better listen to the natives or 
you damn near every time wind up with 
your backside in a sling. I crossed Cope
land off my list. 

"M-0-R-G-... what kinda car is this?" 
"Morgan," I answered, trying to make it 

sound like some kind of horse so as not to 
offend anybody. 

"I'll be damned. One a them English 
cars. They sure build 'em low." 

"Yep," I answered. 
"Hey Luke, c'mere and take a long look 

at this thing. It's one of them Morgans." 
Luke sidled out from under a dusty '53 

Catalina that he was working on. "Fergit 
it. I don't have no fittings fer that." Luke 
sees all cars as belonging to two classes: the 
ones he has 'fittings' for and the Others. 
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He wouldn't give the time of day for the 
Others. "How much sqe cost you?"* 
*NOTE: There are certain parts of the 
country where 'How much she cost you?' is 
a normal question to be asked a stranger. 
Do not take offense at this. However, an
swer with discretion. It is a delicate matter. 
If you peg the price too high you 're liable to 
get a jackhandle on the back of the neck at 
the next diner. If it's too low they might do 
it anyway, figuring it doesn't matter much 
one way or the other. An ill-tempered grunt 
is often effective, since they then might feel 
you 're a dangerous customer and the car is 
probably stolen, in which case they clean the 
bugs off your windshield and stay out of 
your way. 

"'Bout nine." I lied ferociously, figuring 
what the hell, if they can pack guns in 
Copeland the least I could do was lie. 

"Whoo-wee! This little bitty ole thing? 
Luke, this here cost nine thous'n!" 

Luke snorted with total derision and 
gave the can((er-ridden Catalina tailpipe a 
nasty whack. I signed the Shell credit form 
and eased back out onto the Tamiami 
Trail, better known as "41" in these parts, 
the sun hot and fierce and the heavy singu
lar smell of the Everglades so thick you 
could cut it with a knife. 

Way over on the west coast of Florida 
the Everglades creep like some vast green 
flat apparition from another planet. Astro
nauts have reported while in orbit around 
the earth that the one thing they can spot 
with absolute clarity is the 'Glades. It's a 
spooky drive at night, especially 84 which 
cuts directly east and west from Fort Lau
derdale right through the heart of some of 
the loneliest country this side of the moon. 
On one side of this narrow ribbon of con
crete is a deep fresh water canal that runs 
as straight as a die, 30 feet deep, called 
mostly the South New River Drainage Ca
nal. It is a lonely and wet grave for many a 
driver. In fact, the State Police patrol 84 
looking for tracks that have left the high
way, sometimes weeks before. They claim 
there's a hell of a lot that they never did 
find. The 'Glades can swallow airplanes, 
too-just like a big frog suckin' in a fly, 
without a trace. Copeland is one of a few 
tiny settlements that somehow squat down 
there in the middle of the wilderness, for · 
God knows what reason. 

With a full tank in the Morgan I pushed 
on west. Herons skittered over. the water. 
Once in a while a big hawk planed over
head, looking for business. The Morgan is 
one of the world's great cars for just flat, 
fast road driving and my Plus 4 gives me 
the kind of good feeling that only a really 
FINE road machine can create. I passed a 
shack that had a sign reading "Catfish 
Burgers Ham and RedEye Gravy. Conch 

Chowder. "This was the heart ofNASCAR 
country. South of, roughly, the Mason/ 
Dixon Line the automobile becomes more 
than transportation. More than even cars. 
Guys build their lives around them. They 
race 'em, make love in 'em and often die in 
them. Practically every roadside gas sta
tion and one out of three back yards has a 
couple of banged up '59 Fords or '56 Chev
ys with home-made angle-iron roll bars 
and big whitewashed numbers slapped on 
the doors. 

This is not the Florida of the TV com
mercials, but a gutty, lonely, masculine 
tropical wilderness. I've often wondered 
why it is that so many people really believe 
that Florida is just the place where Eddie 
Fisher heads 'The Galaxy of Stars,' and the 
other idiotic image is the one of little old 
ladies with blue hair forever playing a 
hopeless shapeless game of shuffleboard. 
To those who really know Florida it is one 
of the truly unique places in the western 
hemisphere. I know 'truly unique' is re
dundant. Something is either unique or it 
isn' t . Like pregnancy, you either are or 
you're not. But, let's face it, men, some 
places are merely unique. Others are 
unique! Compared to eastern Florida, the 
west coast seems like another world. The 
closer you get to the Gulf the more you 
smell that heavy, hanging scent of man
grove, Everglade pine, alligators, cotton
mouths and bootleg White Lightnin'. 

It was just getting dark when I reached 
the west coast and wheeled into the south
ern outskirts of Naples. The sun going 
down over the Gulf puts together a combi
nation of air, clouds, water reflection, light 
convection that creates a sunset that is 
equaled only in the Sahara Desert. Anyone 
who has driven a Morgan for any length of 
time knows that one vicious characteristic 
of the beast is that it is a coldly-efficient 
kidney buster. After the long hard push 
through the glades I needed a drink. I got 
it at the Saint George And The Dragon (!) 
along with a plate of cold stone crabs with 
crisp mustard sauce. Few people outside of 
this tiny area on the southwestern coast of 
Florida have ever heard of stone crabs. I 
have had sea food pretty much everywhere 
in the world, but I don't know of anything 
quite like the Florida stone crab. If you 
ever get down in that area, don't miss 
them. They are really something else. A 
little white wine, a couple of chunks of 
Bimini bread, and you just won ' t care 
about the rest of the world, for a while at 
least. 

The next day the sun, as it almost al
ways does on the southwestern coast of 
Florida, came up blazing. The air like crys
tal, with a few high, fleecy cumulus clouds 
floating by like great white ships. I headed 
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Here's Your Nearest 
Beck/Arnley t:l:\ 
Distributor... ~,..~ 
He's expecting your 'call. 
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out over the new causeway to Marco Is
land which, by the way, has one of the 
most spectacular beaches in the world, 
stretching for miles along the Gulf with 
porpoise~ rolling just offshore and great 
sea birds skimming low, fishing for mullet. 

Everywhere I went I got strange long 
stares. This is not Foreign Car Country. It 
is the natural home of Detroit Iron, deep
chested, broad-assed, ideal for outrunning 
the State Fuzz. My '63 Morgan; ivory with 
red upholstery and in mint condition, usu
ally causes a ripple of interest wherever I 
go, but down here I could have been riding 
on a green camel and got less action. 

Just off the causeway, turning left, 
there's a long stretch of semi-paved road 
through the pines and mangroves on one 
end of the island. I drove through the heat 
and watched a great American Eagle glide 
off to my left. This is one of the last places 
in the country where this spectacular bird 
is plentiful. They just soar and glide, and 
look damned impressive. Everyone should 
see a wild eagle once in his life. It some
how completes something. In fact, people 
and wildlife live so close together in this 
part of Florida that neither one pays much 
attention to the other. 

Anyway, I drove along watching the ea
gle. The road jogged left and ended at the 
water's edge. I was in the town of Good
land, which is a fishing village that's been 
there for a long time. White frame two-sto
ry wooden houses that have been baked by 
so many suns and drenched by so many 
rains and blown by so many hurricanes 
that they seem sort of elemental; they be
long there as much as the turtleshells and 
the pelicans that flap squashily around on 
the mud flats. 

I wandered down to the dock where an 
old man wearing a Cincinnati Red ball cap 
was hauling in salt water catfish as fast as 
he could pull 'em off the hook, re-bait, and 
cast out again. They were angry, vicious 
cats with the Jllean kind of spines that 
could cause trouble. The old guy snapped 
'em off the hook like he'd been doing it for 
50 years. I watched as he played another, 
the line cutting through the water like a 
hot knife. He landed it, took it off the hook 
and kicked it back in the water. 

"Catfish," I muttered. You don't come 
right out and talk to a fisherman of that 
type like you do to a regular human being. 

"Yep. 'Don't care wl_iat I catch, long as I 
get action. Just take one home for my cat 
Fred and catch the other ones for fun." At 
that point he hooked a pelican that was 
getting greedy for the shrimp he was using 
for bait by the wing. 

"Goddammit, that's the third one to
day." The pelican flapped and struggled. 

The old fisherman hauled him in. "Now 
dammit, that'll teach you." He flicked his 
pole a couple of times. The hook came free. 
The pelican flopped into the air, looking 
slightly drunk and making loud belching 
sounds. 

I wandered back to the Morgan which I 
had parked next to a huge tractor trailer 
with a big Cummins cab over engine diesel 
tractor. It was a work of art, the kind of 
tractor trailer combination that has a func
tional beauty. I can't explain it but I'm get
ting to be a truck freak. I always had a 
weakness for working machinery, but late
ly it's been getting worse. The cab on this 
baby towered over the Morgan like the 
business end of a 747 leaning down sneer
ing at a Cessna 150. It gleamed in the Flor
ida sunshine. Under the window on the 
driver's side, stenciled in orange paint, was 
the name 'Wayne.' Sure enough, a tall, 
thick-necked, round-bellied muscular type 
wearing a chewed-up ten gallon hat and 
tight jeans came around the front of the 
diesel and looked hard at the Morgan. 

"Nice little car you got there," he said in 
that peculiar, distinctive Florida speech 
which is like no other Southern accent. 

"Yep. You Wayne?" I asked. 
"Yep." 
"Nice truck you got there." 
"Thanks.'' A magnificent Dalmation 

trotted behind Wayne. There are some 
dogs, like some women, that you know at a 
glance are good, really good. 

"C'mon, Cat. Le's go, Catfish. C'mon 
baby.'' Wayne reached down and gave 
Catfish's ears a good scratching. Catfish 
yawned like a dog that knows where it's at 
and isn't worrying much. 

"You own this truck all by yourself?" I 
was curious. It isn't every man you meet 
that owns his own first class transcontinen
tal type rig, especially in a tiny fishing vil
lage like Goodland. 

"Sure do. I just come back from a run 
out to Vancouver, British Columbia." 

"That's a hell of a run," I said. 
"Not bad. Made it a couple times be

fore." 
"You go everywhere in the country?" 
"Wherever I can carry a good money 

load. Me and Catfish here, we been every
where. She just sits up there in the cab next 
to me and we just roll." Catfish lay down 
lazily in the coral sand, drowsing off a bit. 

"You know, man offered me a thousan' 
dollars cash for Catfish. I said, Hell no. I 
wouldn't give up that dog for no ten thou
san' dollars. I wouldn't sell her for any
thing." 

"You live here in Goodland?" I asked. 
"Wouldn't live nowhere else. I can hard

ly wait to get home after a run. Sometimes 
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Let the take over 

maintain and protect 
your car's ignition system 
Guard against lost gas mileage and excessive pollution emissions caused by misfiring 
due to distributor bounce or float at high speeds. 

Insure a hotter spark at all speeds. 

Protect Breaker Points and Spark Plugs against pitting and burning. Keep your ignition 
system in tune for the life of your car. 

The reproduction at the right is representative of the wave form observed 
on the oscilloscope of a visual ignition test device hooked up to a normal 
ignit1on system. It shows the continuing and declining pulses ill and from 
the primary coil and the capacitor. The first pulse at "A" occurs at the 
time when the breaker points in the distributor are separated. This pulse 
fires the spark across the electrodes of the spark plug thereby igniting the 
gas-air mixture in the cylinder. Each of the succeeding points on the wave 
form reflect the passage of a negative pulse followed by a positive pulse 
followed by a negative pulse, etc. The first charge or pulse at "A" fires the 
cylinder, the following pulses make no contribution to the efficiency of the 
engine but they do burn the spark plugs and the breaker points in the dis
tributor. At "B" in the illustration, the breaker points have closed again and 
the buildup of the charge required to fire the next cylinder is begun. The 
next cylinder is fired at "C" 

The reproduction at the right is representative of the wave form observed 
on the oscilloscope of a visual ignition test device hooked up to a normal 
ignition system which has been improved by installation of the lgni Imp. 

Protecting Points and Plugs. Note that after the first pulse or 
charge which fires the cylinder, the lgni Imp (transistorized 
Ignition Improver) has eliminated the additional useless harm
ful pulses or charges which burn up breaker points and spark 
plug electrodes. 

Hotter Spark at all speeds. After a delay of only microseconds, 
another transistor in the lgni Imp operates to start the build up 
of the charge to fire the next cylinder. Thus the time lapse 
between "B" and "C" is greatly extended thereby producing a 
greater build up and a hotter spark at all speeds. 

A BC 

The lgni Imp Prevents Misfiring Due to Distributor Bounce or Float. Sometimes at high 
speeds the breaker in the distributor bounces or floats to such a degree that it leaves 
insufficient time for an adequate charge-up. Whenever the charge-up is insufficient to 
jump the electrode gap in the spark plug, the cylinder misfires. The result is a cylinder 
full of pollutants dumped into a red hot exhaust system and out the tailpipe. Each such 
misfire also inevitably reduces power, efficiency and gas mileage. 

Does Your Car Misfire? If you notice any bucking or hesitation when )IOU accelerate 
sharply, the chances are you are feeling the results of successive or closely spaced 
misfires. However, experts believe that, without the benefit of instrumentation, a con
siderable amount of misfiring may and does occur without detection. The fact that you 
are unable to detect the misfires does not mean that they are not robbing your car of 
power and gas mileage. An undetected misfire dumps out just as much pollution as one 
that can be detected. 

Install lgni Imp Yourself. If you can recognize and locate the distributor and coil on your 
car, you can install the IGNI IMP in less than five minutes. Your filling station attendant 
or mechanic can install your IGNI IMP in less than three minutes including time to read 
the simple instructions for installation which we mail with the IGNI IMP. 

Order an IGNI IMP for each of your cars today, only $9.95 each. Your full purchase 
price will be refunded if you are not completely satisfied. 

IGNI IMP Company Dept. A-417 P.O. ,Box 422, Wilton, Connecticut 06897 

Please send me postpaid IGNI IMP(s) at $9.95 each. I understand that if I am not 
completely satisfied with the performance of my IGNI IMP(s). I can return them any time within 
thirty days and receive a full refund of my purchase price. 

My check for --------- enclosed. 

NAME--------------------------~--~ 
ADDRESS ____________________________ _ 

: CITY STAT.E ZIP _____ _ 
! __________________________________________________________________________________ • 
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after seven, eight thousan' miles it's good 
to see it again. Then me and Catfish can go 
fishin' for awhile." 

An old rowboat that looked like it was 
made of rusty license plates and old oil 
drums puttered by with the oldest most de
crepit one-cylinder museum-piece out
board I've ever seen. Every explosion was 
distinct and had a curious "putt-ding" 
"putt-ding" "putt-ding" sound. Hunched 
in this wreck and wearing what looked like 
a burlap overcoat and a World War I fly
er's helmet was a scrawny leathery citizen 
of truly indeterminate years, as indetermi
nate as the Sphinx, for example. 

"Who's that?" I asked. Old Wayne 
squinted out over the blinding waters. 

"Hell, that's Seaweed Ernie." 
"Seaweed Ernie?" 
"Sure. He's a hermit. He lives over there 

on Mosquito Key." 
Putt-ding putt-ding putt-ding . . . Sea

weed Ernie's ancient one-lunger chopped 
away at the warm water. Wayne waved. 
Seaweed Ernie ducked his head slightly to 
indicate that he recognized, but barely, the 
fellowship of the human race. 

"Yeah, we got a couple of hermits that 
live in them mangrove swamps over 
there." 

"You mean real hermits?" I've always 
heard about hermits but Seaweed Ernie 
was the first real working hermit I'd ever 
seen. 

"That's 'bout all you can call 'em." 
Wayne pulled his hat down over his eyes 
because the sun was getting really fierce. 
"They don't bother nobody. They just live 
all by themselves on those mangrove keys. 
Personally, I don't see how's they do it 
what with the cottonmouths and the mos
quitos, not to mention the 'gators. Old Er
nie's lived over on Mosquito Key now for 
'bout 15 years, I'd guess, give or take a 
year or two. Don't know where he come 
from. I don't ask no questions." 

I could see Ernie's boat slowly disap
pearing in the direction of the low, dark 
green mass that was Mosquito Key where 
he lived his solitary life in the Florida 
darkness, among the cottonmouths. 

"Yep. You find almost anything here in 
the 'Glades, and a lot of stuff nobody even 
knows about yet. C'mon, Catfish, let's get 
moving." Catfish got up and yawned a tre
mendous yawn. "Sure a nice car you got 
there, mister." 

Wayne wandered on down to the dock, 
followed by Catfish. I climbed into the 
Plus 4, its seats searing hot, and drove off 
in the direction of the causeway. Yep, 
there sure are funny things in the 'Glades. 
I guess Seaweed Ernie's alone out there to
night. He could tell you about some of 
them. • 
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